
Changes in Australian English: New Words in
Australian English
Australian English, just like any other language, evolves with time. It adapts to the
needs and preferences of its speakers, incorporating new words and phrases to
reflect contemporary culture. In recent years, the Australian lexicon has
witnessed the emergence of several new words that have become an integral
part of everyday language. Let's explore some of these fascinating linguistic
additions and their cultural significance.

The Rise of Aussie Lingo

Australian English is known for its unique idioms, colloquialisms, and slang,
collectively referred to as "Aussie lingo." Over the years, this linguistic hallmark
has continued to evolve and expand. Today, new words inspired by traditional
Aussie slang and modern-day influences have become widely accepted and
embraced.

The Influence of Technology

In a digital age where technology plays a crucial role in everyday life, it's only
natural that new words reflecting this influence emerge. Words like "tech-savvy,"
"cyberbullying," and "e-waste" have found their way into the Australian lexicon,
allowing for more precise communication when discussing technological
concepts.
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Pop Culture Buzzwords

Pop culture has a tremendous impact on language, and Australian English is no
exception. Buzzwords borrowed from television shows, movies, and music have
become part of daily conversations across the country. For example, terms like
"Netflix and chill," "FOMO" (fear of missing out), and "YOLO" (you only live once)
have gained popularity and are now widely understood.

Environmental Concerns

Australia's unique environment and the ongoing conversation on climate change
have given rise to new words pertaining to environmental concerns. Terms like
"eco-friendly," "solar-powered," and "bush regeneration" are commonly used
when discussing sustainability and environmental initiatives. These words reflect
the country's commitment to preserving its natural beauty and combating climate
change.

The Impact of Multiculturalism

Australia's multicultural society has greatly influenced the country's language and
the of new words. Words from Indigenous Australian languages, as well as
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contributions from various immigrant communities, have shaped the linguistic
landscape of Australian English to be more inclusive and reflective of the diverse
backgrounds of its speakers.

Indigenous Language Integration

Australia's Indigenous cultures and languages are an essential part of the
nation's identity. In recent years, efforts have been made to integrate Indigenous
words into everyday Australian English. Words like "bush tucker," "dreamtime,"
and "walkabout" are now recognized and used by a wider audience, honoring the
rich cultural heritage of the country's First Nations people.

Culinary Influences

The diverse culinary landscape of Australia has also left its mark on the language.
Words from different cuisines have found their way into everyday conversations
and menus. Terms such as "flat white," "avo" (short for avocado), and "brekkie"
(short for breakfast) are now commonly used, adding a flavorful touch to
Australian English.

Global Contributions

With Australia being a popular destination for international students and migrants,
languages from around the world have made their way into Australian English.
Words borrowed from Asian languages, such as "dumpling," "kimchi," and
"kawaii," are now part of the linguistic fabric, reflecting the country's multicultural
character.

Embracing the New Words

The of new words into Australian English showcases the language's ability to
adapt and grow. While some may argue that these additions dilute the purity of



the language, the reality is that language is a living entity. It changes and evolves
alongside the society that uses it.

Embracing these new words allows for better communication, fostering inclusivity
and understanding among different communities and generations. It also reflects
the dynamic nature of Australian culture, capturing the essence of contemporary
life in the country.

In

Australian English continues to evolve, incorporating new words that reflect the
changing cultural landscape. From technological advancements to culinary
influences and multicultural contributions, these new words have become an
integral part of everyday language, enriching communication and fostering a
sense of community.

As Australian English remains open to linguistic innovations, it will continue to
adapt to the needs and preferences of its speakers, embracing new words that
capture the essence of contemporary Australian society.
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New Words 2020 Changes in Australian English is a record of the words which
have gained currency in this variety of English in the year 2020.

New words in 2020 ranged from politics to science and technology to
colloquialisms. Politics was coloured by the need to deal with COVID-19, with
words like economic hibernation, snapback, mask diplomacy and sovcit. The
medical world gave us community transmission, cough cloud, super spreader and
virtual hospital. Colloquialisms included the Rona, quazza, iso and hanny san.

It was probably a year we would all like to forget, but here is a record of the many
ways our lives and language changed.
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